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WHO WE ARE? 
 

Founded in 2002, Greensoft is one of the software service providers capable of incorporating 
innovation and SAP services customizing with the goal of increasing client competitiveness on the 
market. 

The company is providing tailored solutions integrated with SAP Portal, SAP ERP and SAP IS-U 
in a wide range of domains: railway traffic, electrical energy, public administration, medical services, 
financial services and call center. 

 

 
Greensoft solutions  

International Experience 
 
Greensoft has provided a worthy and creative solution for maintaining and extending the 

national invoicing of electrical energy consumption in the Albanian Republic a country of 1.3 mil 
consumers. During the support phase, technical workflows were designed regarding client payment 
processing (through banks or systems, payment matching and reading electricity meters). Another 
major component dealt with analyzing the accuracy of inputted data in the system, followed by 
taking the necessary corrective actions and ending with the invoicing process. Furthermore the 
invoice generation in printable format for the whole portfolio was paid special attention to, due to 
the major impact it had on the company. 
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Why us? 
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We are the perfect choice for partners who wish for quality solutions, by combining with 

great skill and ability software solutions and company consulting. Our client base covers all the major 
Romanian cities.  
 
Greensoft offers: 

− Custom software that meets the clients’ needs and requirements 
− On time or early delivery  
− Good knowledge in a variety of businesses 
− Qualified and eager team 

 
The Greensoft team brings an extra added value through their specific knowledge gained in the 

development of challenging and limit-pushing projects in which we have participated. We have 
helped each client to improve their performance, cut costs and create a happier and more efficient 
workplace.  

 
What we do? 
 
Below, we provide a list of systems developed on the SAP NetWeaver Portal: 
 

− Electrica SA - The Biggest Romanian Electricity Provider 

 
Network Access Management -  MAR  

 
Monitoring Incidents and Malfunctions in the Electrical Grid – EMID 

 
Call Centre - EMID 

 
Epayment Application – EPM 
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− CEZ România - CEZ Electricity Company branch in Romania 

 Virtual office 
 

− GFR - The Largest Rail Transport Company in Romania 

 Railcar depot management  - GFR© 
 

− ANPM - National Agency for Environment Protection 

 Waste Management - SIM 
Non-SAP Systems: 

 
− OMV 

 
Decision assistance and process optimization system using artificial intelligence and 
genetic algorithms - RaTIO© 

 
− ANCOM - National Authority for Management and Regulation in Communications 

 
Integrate network communication management in ArcGIS - GreenIS© 

 
− Iaşi City Hall 

 Archiving, indexing and data conversion - GreenDocs© 

 
− ApaVital  

 Water pump station monitoring - GreenSCADA© 

 
− "Dr. I.C. Parhon" Hospital, Iaşi 

 
Distributed software system for monitoring and remote diagnosis for patients with 
cardiac pathologies - GreenCardio© 

 

 How we do it?
 

We’re a young and dynamic team of IT&C specialists who have proven in previous projects 
that we are ready for the next step. 

Our team is the resource that demonstrates our ability to adapt to all our client needs. 
Dedication and team-work define our company culture. 
 

Abilities / Know-how 
 

Programming languages Java, C/C++, C#, .NET 
Relational Database Management System 
(RDBMS) Oracle, MS SQL, MYSQL, POSTGRES 

Development environments Visual .NET, J-Builder,  SAP NetWeaver Portal, 
Oracle Portal 

Technologies Server Applications, ActiveX, Ajax 

Prototypes NeuroSolutions (neural networks), Matlab (Signal 
processing), PetriNets 

Hardware PC interfaces, microcontrollers 
 


